
coordinates and this coordinate system is generally a constant
aspect of the problem.

In order to view these data in convenient ways such coordinates
may be subjected to a 4� 4 viewing transformation T, affecting
orientation, scale etc., the resulting coordinates TX being then in
display space. Here, and throughout what follows, we treat position
vectors as columns with transformation matrices as factors on the
left, though some writers do the reverse.

In general, only some portion of display space which lies inside a
certain frustum of a pyramid is required to fall within the picture.
The pyramid may be thought of as having the observer’s eye at its
vertex, with a rectangular base corresponding to the picture area.
This volume is called a window. A transformation, U, which takes
display-space coordinates as input and generates vectors (X, Y, Z,
W) for which X�W and Y�W � �1 for points on the left, right, top
and bottom boundaries of the window and for which Z�W takes
particular values on the front and back planes of the window, is said
to be a windowing transformation. In machines for which Z�W
controls intensity depth cueing, the range of Z�W corresponding to
the window is likely to be 0 to 1 rather than �1 to 1. Coordinates
obtained by multiplying display-space coordinates by U are termed
picture-space coordinates. Mathematically, U is a 4� 4 matrix like
any other, but functionally it is special. Declaring a transformation
to be a windowing transformation implies that only resulting points
having �X �, �Y � � W and positive Z � W are to be plotted.
Machines with clipping hardware to truncate lines which run out
of the picture perform clipping on the output from the windowing
transformation.

Finally, the picture has to be drawn in some rectangular portion
of the screen which is allocated for the purpose. Such an area is
termed a viewport and is defined in terms of screen coordinates
which are defined absolutely for the hardware in question as �n for
full-screen deflection, where n is declared by the manufacturer.
Screen coordinates are obtained from picture coordinates with a
viewport transformation, V.*

To summarize, screen coordinates, S, are given by

3.3.1.3.2. Translation

The transformation

NI V

0T N

� �
X

W

� �
� XN � VW

NW

� �
� X� VW�N

W

� �

� X�W � V�N

1

� �

evidently corresponds to the addition of the vector VW�N to the
components of X or of V�N to the components of X�W . (I is the
identity.) Displacements may thus be affected by expressing the
required displacement vector in homogeneous coordinates with any
suitable choice of N (commonly, N � W ), with V scaled to
correspond to this choice, and loading the 4� 4 transformation
matrix as indicated above.

3.3.1.3.3. Rotation

Rotation about the origin is achieved by

NR 0
0T N

� �
X
W

� �
� NRX

NW

� �
� RX

W

� �
,

in which R is an orthogonal 3� 3 matrix. R necessarily has
elements not exceeding one in modulus. For machines using integer
arithmetic, therefore, N would be chosen large enough (usually half
the largest possible integer) for the product NR to be well
represented in the available word length. Characteristically, N
affects resolution but not scale.

3.3.1.3.4. Scale

The transformation

SNI 0
0T N

� �
X
W

� �
� SNX

NW

� �
� SX

W

� �

scales the vector (X, W) by the factor S. For integer working and
�S� � 1, N should be set to the largest representable integer. For
�S� � 1 the product SN should be the largest representable integer, N
being reduced accordingly.

3.3.1.3.5. Windowing and perspective

It is necessary at this point to relate the discussion to the axial
system inherent in the graphics device employed. One common
system adopts X horizontal and to the right when viewing the
screen, Y vertically upwards in the plane of the screen, and Z normal
to X and Y with +Z into the screen. This is, unfortunately, a left-
handed system in that �X� Y	 
 Z is negative. Since it is usual in
crystallographic work to use right-handed axial systems it is
necessary to incorporate a matrix of the form

W 0 0 0
0 W 0 0
0 0 �W 0
0 0 0 W

�
���

�
���

either as the left-most factor in the matrix T or as the right-most
factor in the windowing transformation U (see Section 3.3.1.3.1).
The latter choice is to be preferred and is adopted here. The former
choice leads to complications if transformations in display space
will be required. Display-space coordinates are necessarily referred
to this axial system.

Let L, R, T, B, N and F be the left, right, top, bottom, near and far
boundaries of the windowed volume �L � R, T � B, N � F	, S be
the Z coordinate of the screen, and C, D and E be the coordinates of
the observer’s eye position, all ten of these parameters being
referred to the origin of display space as origin, which may be
anywhere in relation to the hardware. L, R, T and B are to be
evaluated in the screen plane. All ten parameters may be referred to
their own fourth coordinate, V, meaning that the point (X, Y, Z, W) in
display space will be on the left boundary of the picture if X�W �
L�V when Z�W � S�V . V may be freely chosen so that all eleven
quantities and all elements of U suit the word length of the machine.
These relationships are illustrated in Fig. 3.3.1.1.

Since

�X , Y , Z, W 	 � XV
W

,
YV
W

,
ZV
W

, V

� �
,

XV�W is a display-space coordinate on the same scale as the
window parameters. This must be plotted on the screen at an X
coordinate (on the scale of the window parameters) which is the
weighted mean of XV�W and C, the weights being �S � E	 and

� In recent years it has become increasingly common, especially in two-
dimensional work, to apply the term ‘window’ to what is here called a viewport,
but in this chapter we use these terms in the manner described in the text.
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